Abstract-US Presidential election is an event anticipated by US citizens and people around the world. By utilizing the big data provided by social media, this research aims to make a prediction of the party or candidate that will win the US presidential election 2016. This paper proposes two stages in research methodology which is data collection and implementation. Data used in this research are collected from Twitter. The implementation stage consists of preprocessing, sentiment analysis, aggregation, and implementation of Electoral College system to predict the winning party or candidate. The implementation of Electoral College will be limited only by using winner take all basis for all states. The implementations are referring from previous works with some addition of methods. The proposed method still unable to use real time data due to random user location value gathered from Twitter REST API, and researchers will be working on it for future works.
I. INTRODUCTION
Every four years, United States (US) held political event to elect a new president. This event known as US presidential election. The process to run the US presidential election is called electoral college. This event eagerly anticipated not only by US citizens, but also people around the world [1] . The popularity of predicting the US presidential election has been growing, especially in the academic realms [2] .
Internet provides enormous data about any kind of topic. Previous research found that gathering data from internet can prove extremely useful for certain domains, including politics [3] . Social media is a part of internet, and it contributes most data in internet. Social media generates large-scale data that shown in a form of millions of users [4] . In this paper, we suggested to use social media as dataset, because social media is widely accessible and up to date [5] . Regarding the use of social media as dataset to predicting the winner of US Presidential election, no one can predict the real intention of user made the post about criticize, praise, or neutral about presidential candidates [6] . This paper proposes a method to predict the winning party or candidate in US presidential election in November 8 th , 2016. The data gathered from social media will be processed in four phases: pre-processing, sentiment analysis to classify the sentiment of tweets by using Binary Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifier, sentiments aggregation to collect the votes, and implementation of Electoral College to predict the chosen party or candidate. Data are collected from Twitter REST API by applying queries about parties and candidates. It must be written in English.
However, there is a problem of using social media as dataset that can make data analysis more complicated [7] . Sometimes user wrote their post in daily structured language (e.g. emoticons, slangs, and abbreviation), since the proposed method analyze the data using textual analysis, it can lead to ambiguous extracted information [8] . As a limitation, the proposed method will only get the meaning of abbreviations only. Also, the proposed method only uses 'winner take all' basis for calculating the electors for all states (all electoral votes in a state will be given to candidate which get the majority).
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Previously, there are some researches have been conducted to predict the US Presidential election, e.g. [1] , [2] , [4] . Some are using sentiment analysis to represents the casted vote. Each of them were using different data source, methods, and models.
Measuring the popularity of US Presidential candidates [1] might be a way to predict the US Presidential election, because it can represent the users interest about the candidates. The candidates analyzed in this researches are Barack Obama and Mitt Romney from US Presidential election 2012. This paper use Web 2.0 (i.e. Blogger, Google News, Twitter, Myspace, YouTube, and Facebook) as a data store, because it contains large amount of information from different users. One way to collect the linguistic dataset is by crawling the Web 2.0 contents. There are three steps of method used in this research:
pre-processing, sentiment analysis using SentiWordNet, aggregate by candidate, and visualization presents the popularity graphs of the candidates.
Online search traffic can be a data source to predict US Presidential elections [2] . Online search is an information that presumes the searcher knowledge and motivation. Data are collected from Google Trends by using presidential candidate queries and issue queries, because it's freely available for download. This paper use baseline model to predict the percentage popular vote of each party in each state. The problem is the search queries does not provide information about political ideology, age, gender, and user behavior. Furthermore, a query can show many unrelated topics that do not fit with presidential election.
Research [4] provides a systematic link between data grabbed from social media with real-world political behavior. Dataset are collected from Twitter, the Federal Election Commission, and the US Census Bureau. After dataset are collected, this research conducting some variables to find vote share for each district, then analyzing the variables by estimate the effect of Twitter on electoral outcomes using three ordinary least squares algorithm (OLS) models. This paper proves that social media can be a reliable data source about political behavior.
The other use of sentiment analysis is to determine the sentiment of product review [9] . This research proposed a method to do the sentiment analysis using advanced Naïve Bayes algorithm. 400 reviews are collected from three different people. The result shows that out of 400 reviews, 52% were labeled positive and 48% were labeled negative. Precision and recall are used to measure the accuracy.
The methods proposed in this paper is created by referring to mentioned previous researches. In this research, some features are contributed to optimize the prediction result. The main difference between this research and previous researches is that this research implementing the electoral college to decide the winning party or candidate, whereas the previous research use popularity votes to decide the winning party or candidate. By implementing the electoral college system, author hopes that the prediction result can be more accurate, because the methods used to adjust the actual situation or system. This research also contributes a feature to expand any abbreviations found in tweets to optimize the generated keywords, because some abbreviations have a certain quality keyword that could determine the sentiment of text.
III. THEORETICAL BASIS

A. Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is a technique for analyzing a large number of documents to obtain writer's sentiment on a topic [10] . Sentiment analysis uses Natural Language Processing (NLP) to collect opinion and examine opinion or sentiment words [11] . Based on [12] , there are 2 important tasks in sentiment analysis. First, identify the opinion targets (aspects, entity, and topics). Second, construct the opinion lexicon (e.g. good, excellent, etc.). There are several methods to classify the sentiment of text, e.g. lexicon-based methods and learningbased methods. The example of lexicon-based methods is SentiWordNet and AFINN-111. Both SentiWordNet and AFINN-111 are a text lexicon that contains keyword or synset with its positive and negative sentiment score. Learning-based methods for sentiment analysis is a method that need to train its algorithm and use the knowledge to classify the sentiment.
The example of learning-based methods is Vector Space Model (VSM) and Naïve Bayes Classifier. There is various model of Naïve Bayes Classifier, e.g. Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Binary Multinomial Naïve Bayes, and Bernoulli Naïve Bayes.
B. Electoral College
Electoral College is a process to decide a president by gathering 538 (435 representatives, 100 senators, and 3 electors given to the District of Columbia) votes from electors for each state. The electors are selected by political parties and assigned into 50 states equal to its congressional representation [13] . Each state has different numbers of electors. Electors can vote their party or candidate if those electors win the popularity vote in its state. The electoral votes will be summed up to decide the winning party and candidate. Though a candidate lose the popular votes in a state, that candidate still have a chance to win the electoral college (happened to George W. Bush in 2000) [14] , [15] . The proposed method uses 'winner take all' basis to decide the winning party or candidate. `Winner take all` will give all the casted electoral votes to the party or candidate which get the majority votes.
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper proposed two stages in research methodology, i.e. data collection and implementation. The description of both stages in research methodology are explained bellow.
A. Data Collection
In this research, data are grabbed from Twitter REST API and must be written in English. The collected data must contain tweet status/text (excluding retweets), post time, username, and user location. Tweet status should mention any keyword about parties or candidates that participating in the US presidential election 2016 (e.g. republican, democrat, Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump). The tweets will represent the vote casted for its keyword related candidate. User location must be in one of 51 states that listed in Electoral College.
Corpus is needed to do learning-based sentiment analysis method such as Binary Multinomial Naïve Bayes. This research using Sentiment140 tweet corpus [16] that contains a total of 1,600,000 data train (divided into 800,000 data training for each positive and negative sentiment) and 497 data test (divided into 181 positive data, 177 negative data, and 139 neutral data). To minimize the processing time yet still generating good results, this research limits the data training used to 10,000 positive data and 10,000 negative. As for the data test, 181 positive data and 177 negative data (because data training only provide positive and negative data) were analyzed to test the performance of sentiment analysis method.
Abbreviations dictionary is needed to expand the abbreviations found in tweet status. The dictionary must contain the acronym and its meaning, e.g. LOL means laughing out loud, B/C means because, GF means girlfriend, CMIIW means correct me if I'm wrong. This dictionary are gathered by from [17] Contraction dictionary is an array that contains list of contractions (e.g. I'm means I am, don't means do not, won't means will not, etc.). The contraction dictionary are made by referring from Cambridge Dictionary [18] .
Stop words are common words that carry less important meaning than keywords [19] . This research use the free English stop words list downloaded from [20] .
B. Implementation
The implementation consists of pre-processing, sentiment analysis, aggregation, and implementing electoral college to predict the winning candidate or party. Fig. 1 shows the part of implementation in sequence.  Pre-processing: Tweets status must be pre-processed to get the valuable keywords or tokens. The HTML elements, URLs, and mentions (e.g. @username) should be removed from tweets status. Then, the 'clean' tweets status are tokenized into array of tokens or keywords (bag of words). All contractions and abbreviations found in the tokens will be expanded in accordance with its meaning as it exists in the abbreviations and contractions dictionary. Afterward, remove the non-alphanumerical characters in tokens and remove every tokens that contained in stop words list to return the most relevant result [19] . The remaining tokens will be reduced to its base word (stem) using Porter Stemmer algorithm. This stage will end after the system generates the unigram and bigram from the tokens. This research only limits the n-gram to unigram and bigram to maximize the analysis process results, yet the process time won't be too long.
 Sentiment Analysis: The purpose of this stage is to classify the sentiments of tweets by calculating the sentiment score using Binary Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifier. This classifier will generate positive and negative score for each tweet. Sentiment score is the subtraction of negative score from positive score. If the sentiment score is positive, then the tweet is classified as positive, and vice versa. There is a possibility for classifier to give zero sentiment score, if that happen, then the tweet is classified as neutral. Researchers have conducted a test using 3 type of sentiment classifiers, i.e. Binarized Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifier, SentiWordNet, and AFINN-111. The purpose of the test is to measure precision, recall, accuracy, and F1 score for each sentiment between mentioned sentiment classifiers. Data test used to test those methods are 181 positive data and 177 negative data provided by Sentiment140. TABLE I shows the score of precision, recall, accuracy, and F1 score for each sentiment by using mentioned classifiers. Both AFINN-111 and Binary Multinomial Naïve Bayes deliver a good score. However, author decided to use Binarized Multinomial Naïve Bayes because it generates higher F1-score than AFINN-111.
 Aggregation: The purpose of this stage is to aggregate the sentiments of tweets to decide the winning electors for each state. The tweets sentiment will be used to represent the vote casted by the user who wrote the tweet status. If the sentiment of a tweet is positive, then the vote is given to the mentioned party or candidate. But, if the sentiment of a tweet is negative, the vote is given to the opposite of mentioned party or candidate.
The electors chosen in a state are decided by popularity vote. The winning electors are the one who has the most votes.
 Implementing Electoral College: The electors who win the popularity vote in its state, must cast their electoral votes to the party that appointed them. The number of electoral votes are distributed according to the allocation of electors for each state. The party or candidate who get the most electoral votes is predicted to be the winner of US presidential election 2016.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section explains the test results conducted by author by using the proposed method mentioned in research methodology. Researchers have made an application to test pre-processing and sentiment analysis (Fig. 2) . Fig. 2 . Result of pre-processing and sentiment analysis using Binary Multinomial Naïve Bayes As illustrated in Fig. 2 , input text given is "@Haunted_Backlog @MrBCWalker @realDonaldTrump Yeah, for example: I'm an X Democrat now Independent who will be voting Republican. ;)" and the result of pre-processing is "yeah exampl x democrat independ vote republican yeah_exampl exampl_x x_democrat democrat_independ independ_vote vote_republican". The sentiment of preprocessed will be classified using Binary Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifiers, the output positive and negative score is 9.62773742180278E-64 and 6.00664819642314E-66. By subtracting negative score from positive score, we found the sentiment score is 9.56767093983855E-64 that indicates the input classified into positive sentiment.
For further research, a test was conducted using real data collected from Twitter REST API by applying keywords about candidates and parties, i.e. "Donald Trump", "Hillary Clinton", "democrat", and "republican". A dataset that contains 400 tweets were collected. Researchers pick 100 tweets for each keywords and manually correct the location provided from the Twitter REST API response to match the preferred location in electoral college before saving it to database. Those tweets are collected from August 7, 2016 to August 15, 2016 . The mentioned data already contains tweets status, username, and user location as listed in electoral college. The purpose of this test is to clarify the implementation stage in research methodology. The result of this test is displayed in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Prediction result using data real
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the prediction result shows that Hillary Clinton (Democrat) win the election with total of 253 electoral votes, since Donald Trump (Republican) only got 219 electoral votes. Sum of both electoral votes are 472, whereas the total electoral votes for all states must be 538. It happened because the data real collected from Twitter only shows 48 states (total of states listed in electoral college is 51). States that are not included are Delaware (3 electoral votes), Montana (3 electoral votes), and West Virginia (5 electoral votes). The rest of the drawbacks is because the votes for both candidates are tie (e.g. Alabama in Fig. 3 has 3 votes for both democrat and republican).
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a method for predicting the US presidential election by using two stages: data collection and implementation. Previously, several research has been conducted to predict the US presidential election. The proposed method is created by referring the previous researches and adding some value (i.e. data collection technique, abbreviations and contractions dictionary, and the implementation of electoral college) to make the prediction more accurate and also adjust to the actual situation. There are some deficiencies found during research, i.e. there is a possibility that the tweets used as dataset were written by same user, in actual situation a person can only cast one vote. The proposed method can't decide the winning party or candidate if the votes is tie, because there are regulations about tiebreaking vote that decided by the senates that cannot be implemented in system. The implementation of electoral college unable to process real time data due to the random value of user location provided from Twitter REST API. For future work, it will be implemented using real time data. The proposed method also can be used as a reference to do similar research about election in other country.
